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USD community reacts to donors backing of Donald Trump
Jenny Craig and Douglas Manchester among USD donors who have donated to controversial campaign
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It did not take long for
Donald Trump's • presidential
campaign to become a dinner
table conversation. His name
sparks discussions worldwide,
garners
excitement
for
some Americans, and elicits
concern for many others. This
division of enthusiasm carries
over onto the University
of
San
Diego
campus.
Last
week
when
prominent USD donors came
out in support of Donald
Trump
many
students,
teachers, and alumni voiced
their wishes for the university
to distance itself from the
donors. USD mega-donors
Jenny Craig and Douglas
Manchester co-chaired a
fundraising dinner for Trump
on July 13 in Rancho Santa
Fe, and it incited pushback
from
many
members
of the USD community.
Craig's donations to
USD birthed the Jenny Craig
Pavilion on the east end of
campus, while Manchester
funded the Manchester Village
Apartments, the Manchester
Child Development Center,
and other campus facilities.
Despite their contributions to
the university, hundreds of
USD community members
have signed and circulated a

petition written by USD alumni
Joseph McKellar requesting
action from President Harris
and the Board of Trustees.
"Throughout
his
candidacy, Donald Trump
has promoted a rhetoric
that
contradicts
Catholic
Social Teaching, including
disparaging some of our
country's most vulnerable
people," the petition saidbefore
listing many of Trumps more
controversial
statements.
"As
such,
we
are
writing to request that the
President and Board of
Trustees immediately publicly
distance themselves from Ms.
Craig's and Mr. Manchester's
actions, as evidenced by
writing an open letter to Ms.
Craig and Mr. Manchester
that explicitly expresses: 1)
profound concern about their
association with Mr. Trump,
given
their
long-standing
alliance and history with
USD, and 2) a request that
they withdraw their support
of Mr. Trump's campaign."
The petition insists that if
the university does not distance
itself from the two donors in
this way, that their names
be removed from buildings
on campus. The primary
argument of the petition draws
on USD's Catholic mission
and asserts that supporting
Trump is supporting a racist.

Photo courtesy of Gage Skidmore/Flikr CC
The USD community reacted strongly after learning about alumni backing
of the controversial Trump campaign.

USD senior, Brianna
Harrington sees the petition
as a stand against intolerance.
"I think that it's a brave
love on the part of [some]
USD [students and alumni]
because those are some
huge contributors, but I
think that it's the kind of
intrepidness we need in the
current political environment,"
Harrington said. "I think it's
important for influential voices
to make their opinions heard,
especially on something this
important. It shows that USD
does and will not support
intolerant people and that's
an idea I can stand by."
The petition now has
over 860 supporters but USD
Junior, Jared Sclar, will not be
one of them. Sclar, a Hillary
Clinton supporter who interned

at the Democratic National
Convention,
understands
the
petitions
concerns
but does not endorse it.
"The donors of the
school have a constitutional
right to support who they
want to support monetarily,
and especially under Citizens
United they have the unlimited
power to do that," Sclar said.
Sclar
stated
that
he believes taking such
actions that the petition
requests would be careless.
"That being said, the
protesters
also
have
a
constitutional right to protest
[Craig
and
Manchester's
support of Donald Trump],
but it's going to come
down to the decision of
the
USD
administration

See TRUMP, Page 2
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Trump campaign receives donations from USD donors
TRUMP continued from
Front Page
whether they want to take
that into consideration and
actually malign two of the
greatest donors to the USD
community," Sclar said. "So,
while I disagree with the
endorsement of Jenny Craig
and
Douglas
Manchester
for Donald Trump, I'm firmly
opposed to renaming the
buildings simply because these
people are providing money
for me and you and everyone
else who goes to USD to
pursue our academic goals."
A counter petition has
been started in support of
Manchester
and
Craig's
fundraising
for
Trump,
but it has been signed by
less than 30 individuals.
The
USD
community
turns to the administration
for answers as the two
petitions
circulate
online.

USD President, James
T. Harris, responded to the
petition and the concerns that
it raises. Harris affirmed the
position of USD as well as the
rights of community members.
"Our
Democracy,
by
its nature, invites a variety
of
differing
viewpoints,"
Harris said. "The University
of
San
Diego
respects
the constitutional right of
freedom of expression, which
includes
an
individual's
right to support the political
candidate of their choice.
USD neither denounces nor
disassociates with anyone
on the basis of the political
candidates
they
support."
Harris,
similar
to
Sclar
recognized
the
support
that
Craig
and
Manchester
have
given.
"Mr. Manchester and
Mrs. Craig have contributed
significantly, not only to the

Photo courtesy of Gage Skidmore/Flikr CC

growth and success of the
USD community, but also
to many other philanthropic
causes in San Diego over
the years," Harris said. "We
are truly grateful for the
time, talent and treasures
that they and many others

have
shared,
generously
supporting
the
progress
of USD and its students."
While some community
members see the support of
Donald Trump as a blemish
on USD's Catholic mission,
others see it as a difference

in opinion that is lawfully
granted to everyone. Whether
any further discussion will
ensue because of the petitions
is uncertain, but, for now,
USD will not distance itself
from alumni and donors
based on political support.

Need to know: Torero life hacks
Five tips to get over home sickness and adapt to the college life

BROOKLYN DIPPO

EDITOR IN CHIEF

besides your dorm room and
go there often. It might be
sitting on the Maher lawn or

moved

cozying up with a book on

across the city or across
the world, living away from
everything familiar will naturally
result in homesickness. It can
be triggered by something as
small as hearing that your mom
made her homemade lasagna
without you there to eat it. To
some degree, everyone will
miss the patterns and routines
of home, but it is important to
cope with the change rather
than dwell on it. Here are a few
tips to prevent homesickness
before it happens and to
cope with it when it does.

the couches in Olin Hall or
watching the big game in
Frank's lounge. Whereever
your
space is, find it.

Whether

you

1. Explore the campus and
find your space
Familiarize yourself with
your new surroundings to
alleviate the uneasivness of
being in a new place. Walk
around campus and learn all
of the classroom buildings,
discover your favorite place
to eat, and find a recreation
space. When you're exploring,
make note of the place that
is most comfortable to you

2. Balance your connection
to home
If you spend all of your
day updating your parents
or FaceTiming your long
distance lover, you're going
to
make
homesickness
worse. Get to know your
roommates and hallmates,
and talk to them when you
have something exciting to
share. Plus, the more you talk
to the people around you, the
easier it will be to find places
to get involved on campus.

3. Try something new every
week
There is a lot to do
on-campus at USD and an
endless list in San Diego. The
first few weeks your Resident
Assistants will be your guide,
but plan to do something out
of the ordinary each week

so that the novelty doesn't
wear off. Even if you're going
out with friends at the beach
every weekend, it eventually
will feel normal, so go check
out a farmers market or
explore Balboa Park on free
museum
Tuesdays
(Find
more ideas in Opinion, p. 9).

4. Get a part-time job
This style of coping
actually has a lot of benefits.
When you're working and
people are dependent on
you to show up for your shift,

no matter the job, you will
feel needed. If you work offcampus, you will also gain
another friend group outside
of students, which offers a nice
reality check. The best part
of a job is that you will make
your own money to spend
however you please, which
is especially liberating from
any financial ties to home.
Fashion Valley mall is a great
place to job hunt that is close
to campus, and the retail and
restaurant job opportunities for
students are pretty extensive.
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Five tips to jump right in to the crowd at USD.

5. Look at the big picture
When
homesickness
gets overwhelming it might
help to write out a calendar.
If you can see everything
that is planned, between
feeling homesick and when
you are going to be at home
next, you start to realize how
quickly it will go by. Write down
upcoming exams, sporting
events, and fun adventures
with your friends. Then, look
forward to each of those days,
get through it, and it will be time
to go home before you know it.

The USD Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The USD
Vista office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The USD Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego,CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all
copies thereafter are a 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of The USD Vista staff, the University of San Diego or
of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The USD Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The
USD Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any
content sent to the editor will be considered for publication
unless otherwise stated.
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Two and a half candidates
What
are the actual political platforms

each candidate?

Photos courtesy of US Embassy, Gage Skidmore/Flikr CC, Donkeyhotey/Flikr CC

The 2016 presidential election will likely he the craziest election to date.
Between criminal allegations, unfiltered speech, and biased media coverage, most of the political discussions have gone out the window. Polling shows that
United States voters are already sick of the media coverage surrounding the election. Many voters are reasoning their vote based on who is the lesser of two
evils. On top of all that, social media has made it even easier for followers to see all the mistakes, antics, and overall negatives of each campaign. Yet, when it
comes down to voting, where does each candidate actually stand on the major political issues?

Foreign Policy
Trump: Trump supports a foreign policy that takes America into account first and considers the Iran nuclear deal a bad deal. Trump also stated that he would not
rule out the idea of using nuclear weapons against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and supports cutting off ISIS' access to internet recruiting. Trump
expressed support for enhanced interrogation techniques for potential and suspected terrorists and supports the surveillance of mosques in the US.
Clinton: Clinton supports the Iran nuclear deal, given strict enforcement by the U.S. government. Clinton regrets voting for the authorization of military force
in Iraq and supports the reform efforts for Veteran Affairs. Clinton supports what she calls a 360 degree strategy when fighting ISIS. The approach calls for
authorization of military use, cut off of online recruiting, and building cooperation with Muslim-Americans to combat homegrown radicalization.
Johnson: Johnson has suggested that legalizing marijuana could decrease border violence. Johnson criticized the use of drone strikes and opposed U.S.
intervention in Syria. Johnson is against military use to combat ISIS and has stated that Britain's exit from the European Union should be viewed as an
opportunity for the U.S.
Immigration
Trump: Trump said that he wants to strengthen the U.S.-Mexico border and would create a deportation force to combat illegal immigrants. Trump also proposed
a ban on Muslims entering the U.S. and would suspend immigration from countries with significant ties to terrorism.
Clinton: Clinton supports immigration reform and would establish an Office of Immigrant Affairs. Clinton supports the end of deportation raids against illegal
immigrants fleeing violent areas and the increased funding for immigration attorneys in asylum cases.
Johnson: Johnson is critical of immigration policies of both Trump and Obama administrations. He would make it as easy as possible for individuals with no
criminal records to obtain U.S. work visas. Johnson supports comprehensive immigration reform.
Gun Rights
Trump: Trump does not want to ban assault weapons nor expand restrictions. Trypnp supports expanding concealed carry permits to a national level and has
stated he would get rid of gun-free zones. Trump supports the restriction of gun sales to those associated to terrorists.

Clinton: Clinton endorses expanded background checks and the closing of loopholes in gun laws. She supports tighter restrictions on online gun sales and gun
shows. Clinton also supports the ban of assault weapons.
Johnson: Johnson is against the banning of all weapons. Johnson has admitted he is open to discussing the issue with other politicians and believes that the
government could restrict criminals and those with mental illness from owning a gun.
Taxes
Trump: Trump wants to decrease taxes at all income levels, including eliminating income tax for individuals earning less than $25,000 per year and couples
earning less than $50,000 per year. Trump also wants to cut business taxes significantly and proposes a deduction for childcare taxes.
Clinton: Clinton wants to increase taxes for the upper class and has suggested an "exit" tax that would penalize the merger of U.S. companies with foreign
corporations trying decrease their taxes.
Johnson: Johnson supports the elimination of income and corporate taxes and replacing them with a federal consumption tax.
Jobs
»
Trump: Trump does not believe that the U.S. can raise their minimum wage and stay competitive in most industries with the rest of the world. However, Trump
did suggest a $10 minimum wage and further believes that the minimum wage should be set by states rather than the federal government.
Clinton: Clinton plans to increase wages and create jobs by investing in infrastructure, manufacturing, and clean energy. Clinton supports an increased minimum
wage and has pledged a $275 billion infrastructure plan.
Johnson: Johnson supports right to work laws, which eliminate unions, and believes that the key to growth in the jobs market relies on growth in businesses,
which he proposes only occur with less government interference.
Education
Trump: Trump is against Common Core State Standards Initiative's education standards and would return funding to states that removed the standard. Trump
also supports the reduction of the size of the U.S. Department of Education.
Clinton: Clinton opposes the tie between teachers pay and testing scores. Clinton has suggested a $350 billion plan to reform the higher education system and
would require colleges to control costs and make loans more manageable. Clinton also introduced a policy that would make in-state college free for students
whose family income is under $125,000.
Johnson: Johnson believes that states should control public education and encourages competition between schools to drive improvement in public education.
Legalization of Marijuana
Trump: Trump opposes the recreational use of marijuana. He said that he believes medical marijuana should be legal and that each state should determine its
own marijuana policy.
Clinton: Clinton has not taken a stance on recreational marijuana, but she supports access to medical marijuana and the reclassification of marijuana.
Johnson: Johnson supports the legalization of both medical and recreational marijuana. Before running for president, Johnson worked as the Chief Executive
Officer of a marijuana marketing company.
Abortion/Planned Parenthood
Trump: Trump says he is pro-life with exceptions to rape, incest, and life of the mother. Trump supports defunding Planned Parenthood.
Clinton: Clinton says she is pro-choice and.supports funding Planned Parenthood.
Johnson: Johnson says he is pro-abortion rights. He also opposed the Texas House Bill 2 which required abortion facilities to meet the requirement for outpatient
surgery centers.
Gay Rights:
Trump: Trump is against gay marriage. Trump also expressed that he believes the state level should decide many issues on transgender laws.
Clinton: Clinton is pro gay marriage. Clinton has advocated for gay and transgender rights on multiple occasions.
Johnson: Johnson is pro gay marriage. Johnson has advocated for the end of the U.S. military's "Don't ask, don't tell" policy and supported making gay marriage
legal.
written by KEVIN NELSON News Editor
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Pokemon Go: what's the deal?
WALKER CHUPPE
ARTS & CULTURE
EDITOR
@lord.walker
Over
the past
few
months, the digital world
has been abuzz with the hot
new mobile game, Pokemon
Go, and the University of
San Diego has become a
Pokemon hunting ground.
Niantic
released
the
game on July 6, 2016 for both
Android and iOS platforms
and already features a player
base well into the millions.
Some reports have listed the
free-to-play game having over
100 million active players.
Senior Michele Demaio
has joined in playing the hyped
new game, but is not sure
that the game is as pure as
the original Pokemon games.
"It
feeds
into
my
nostalgia, but it's a twisted
take on the Pokemon I grew
up with," Demaio said. "But
its addictiveness speaks for
itself since I'm still playing
it despite its flaws, and it's
definitely a great idea that is
going to revolutionize gaming".
Pokemon Go is based on

Nintendo's classic franchise,
but also features some
unique upgrades on the
original Pokemon games that
debuted in the United States
on Sept. 30, 1998, almost 20

years earlier. The Pokemon
series is developed around
the concept of catching
pokemon, or pocket monsters.
As the player catches these
pokemon, they increase in
strength over time while taking
part in pokemon battles,
which are sparring sessions
between other players and
their pokemon. Over time,
if a player feels his or her
Pokemon are strong enough,
they can challenge a Pokemon
gym, which are locations
featuring strong opponents
from the surrounding area.
Sophomore
Anas
Salah has been feeling
the
addictiveness
of
Pokemon.
His
overall
experience with Pokemon
has been enhanced with
the release of Pokemon Go.
"I've
been
playing
Pokemon since the day it
came out; it's like an obligation
to me at this point," Salah said.
Pokemon Go retains all
of the original aspects of the
Pokemon games, butalso adds
real-world functionality and
player-to-player connectivity.
In the Nintendo games
released in 1998, most of the
game's focus was around a
single trainer playing through
the game against non-player
characters. Pokemon
Go
is different in that most of
the game revolves around

interacting with other players,
and the way a player catches
pokemon is vastly different.
Whereas in the original
Pokemon games pokemon
appeared at random, in
Pokemon Go, the appearance
of pokemon is largely based
on the Global Positioning
System (GPS) coordinates
of
the
player's
phone.
Recent USD graduate
Hector Martinez has been
playing Pokemon Go avidly
and has learned to take
advantage of the GPS feature.
"We've found some rare
pokemon in front of the IPJ,"
Martinez said. "There are.
a lot of common pokemon
around, but, if you want some
water pokemon, I suggest
you try out the beaches."
This GPS functionality
has led Pokemon Go players
to go out and adventure,
typically looking for a specific
type of pokemon or rare
ones that only appear in
certain
real-world
areas.
Additionally,
many
businesses,
landmarks,
and points-of-interest have
been turned ipto Pokestops
and Pokemon gyms on the
game's map. These locations
offer players places to collect
items and battle against one
another. After the game's
release, it has become
increasingly common to see

Walker Chuppe / The USD Vista
Students can find Pokemon in front of Maher Hall.

groups of people attempting
to
catch
pokemon
and
visit Pokestops and gyms,
especially in areas with a large
amount of landmarks and
businesses, like downtown
San Diego and Balboa Park.
It
is
possible
that
Pokemon Go's success can
be attributed to the fact that
the game allows anyone to
chase after pokemon in real
life, something that nearly
everyone who played the
games from 1998 onward
has probably daydreamed

about at least once or twice.
It has also become incredibly
popular among college-aged
individuals, likely because
pokemon evokes nostalgia for
those who played the original
games almost two decades
ago. Even USD has a number
of

Pokestops

and

Casting Call:
The Plays:
On the Verge or The Geography of Yearning
by Eric Overmyer
directed by Mitzi Smith
October 13-20, 2016 The Vassiliadis family Black Box
Theatre - C131
The Secret in the Wings
by Mary Zimmerman
directed by Lisa Berger
November 17-20, 2016 The Studio Theatre

Th« Auditions:
INITIAL AUDITIONS
Sign up to audition Thursday, Sept. 1 between 12:15 and
- 2:20 p.m.
CALLBACKS
Callbacks for On the Verge will be friday, Sept. 2, from
6-9 pm. Callbacks for Secret in the Wings Saturday,
Sept. 3 from 11-1 pm.
Auditions and callbacks will be held in Camino Hall 131.

GOT ISSUES?

• '•
• •
• •

WE DO.
24 OF THEM IN FACT.
WRITERS MEETINGS
SLP 403B Tuesday 12:30

TH« Sign-Up:
Sign up on the callboard outside the Theatre Arts and
Performance Studies office, Camino Hall 163.
Theatre experience is not required to audition.
Audition forms at
www.sandiego.edu/cas/theatrearts/callboard/auditions.

Gyms,

which will only encourage
more
students
to
play.
There
are
already
over 100 million Pokemon
Go
players
out
there;
now we'll have to see if
students can catch 'em all.

managing@usdvista.com
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Five awesome food spots in San Diego
Trendy local eateries handpicked by USD students
WALKER CHUPPE
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
@lord.walker
With the fall semester
beginning shortly, many new
faces will be attending the
University of San Diego,
including many newcomers
to the San Diego area. With
that in mind, this list is great
for new students to try a few
trendy
local
restaurants,
and for returning students
to try a new spot or two.
I.Lolita's TacoShop
Lolita's has been a staple
in San Diego since the original
restaurant opened in 1984,
and there are now six Lolita's
locations in the greater San
Diego area. Lolita's is the
perfect place for quick and
casual Mexican food, while
still retaining amazing flavor.
Junior Set Lu prefers
Lolita's over other Mexican
restaurants
because
of
the quality of the food.
"I think that Lolita's is
Walker Chuppe / The USD Vista
the best because it doesn't
taste like regular restaurant Located in downtown San Diego, Chocolat Cremerie has a wide range of desserts, ranging from gelato to crepes.
Mexican food," Lu said. "To me
flavors
in
mind.
it tastes more homemade and Civico also offers many gluten- and more, Cafe Gratitude is Jamshidi frequents Chocolat Italian
Whether an experienced
fresh than other restaurants." free and vegan options as part a great place to spend lunch due to its inviting ambiance
veteran or a complete newbie
delicious
desserts.
or dinner with a few friends. and
Customers rave about of their fresh menu.
in
the food scene in San
"I
love
the
family
5. Chocolat Cremerie
Italian
international
everything from tacos to
Diego,
these five restaurants
atmosphere
of
the
place
Located in the Gaslamp
carne asada fries, and student, Edo Amari, frequents
are
definitely
worth a try.
and
the
mascarpone
and
Lolita's is consistently ranked Civico because it is one of Quarter, Chocolat Cremerie
San
Diego
has a wide
nutella
crepe,"
Jamshidi
said.
amongst the top Mexican the most authentic Italian was created with the idea
variety
of
cuisine
to sample,
"It's
also
in
a
great
location
food restaurants in San restaurants in San Diego. that it would be a place where
and
these
selections
are
and
affordable
enough
for
"Civico 1845 is the flavors, scents, and aromatic
Diego. The closest location
among
the
best
in
their
a
broke
college
student."
to USD is on Clairemont little slice of Italy that I miss spices collaborate to create
Although Chocolat is respective categories. And,
Mesa Boulevard, around a incredibly," Amari said. "It something magnificent. It
well-known
for its desserts, it of course, not only are they
10-minute drive from campus. reminds me very much of seems that anything ordinary
also
serves
casual breakfast, excellent the first time around,
the restaurants that I used is replaced with something
2. Tajima
lunch,
and
appetizers, most of their customers end
and
delicious
The area around Convoy to visit back home. The special
which
are
crafted
with up returning for a second
Chocolat
Cremerie.
street is densely populated amazing staff and outstanding at
time, and a third, and a fourth.
balance
and
traditional
Sophomore
Nicole
with various Asian cuisine, and food is something of quality
the seemingly endless sea of that can only be found in
restaurants can be daunting a truly authentic place."
4. Cafe Gratitude
at first. From the street, Tajima
Continuing
with
the
•does not look like it would be
one of the best noodle houses fresh theme, Cafe Gratitude
in San Diego, but do not let is possibly the restaurant
its lackluster exterior fool you. with the freshest menu in all
Inside the restaurant, Tajima of San Diego. The menu at
is welcoming and modern, Cafe Gratitude is 100 percent
and plant-based.
almost like a Japanese-style organic
Their philosophy is to create
sports bar.
Senior
Vy
Nguyen an environment that promotes
and
sustainability
reflected that Tajima is best health
for
both
the
community
known for its ramen, and
and
the
planet
as
a whole.
that the combination of
Junior
Alex
Khan
taste and quality is superb.
eats
at
Cafe
Gratitude
"Tajima is a true ramen
a
regular
basis.
experience," Nguyen said. on
"I
like
going
to
Cafe
"The broth is always so
Gratitude
because
the
food
creamy and delicious, it
is
fresh
and
delicious,"
Khan
could
never
disappoint!"
said. "They offer lots of options
3. Civico 1845
for
people with food allergies
In the heart of Little Italy in
or
preferences
without being
downtown San Diego, Civico
bland.
The
plates
are so
1845 prides itself on creating
authentic and contemporary colorful and bright, and the
Italian dishes. Their focus is staff is always really friendly."
Cafe Gratitude offers a
on seasonal, locally-sourced
ingredients
to make sure wide range of menu items,
their food is as natural and each with their own unique
sustainable as possible. Even and at times exotic flavors. The
the bar and dining areas in ambiance is fun and upbeat,
Civico are fashioned from and, with their selections of
Photo courtesy of Sarah Khan
reclaimed, natural materials. bowls, wraps, sandwiches Decadent vegan plates at Cafe Gratitude.
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While this summer's Olympic
Games have been plagued by the
Zika virus, violence,
swimming pool
^
discoloration,
and sexist .
media
coverage,
many athletes
have broken
personal and
world records.
This year's
games feature a
refugee Olympic
team, comprised of ten athletes
representing displaced peoples.
An attempted coup failed to
overthrow President Recep Tayyip
F
^
Erdogan's regime.
f Though its origins
are still unclear,
Erdogan has
taken the
opportunity
to cleanse the
military and
judicial system
of those deemed
to be involved in
the coup. A security
advisory remains in place
for U.S. citizens traveling to Turkey.

On June 23, roughly 52 percent of
the United Kingdom voted to leave
the European Union, beginning a
complicated withdrawal process.
England and Wales
strongly supported
the 'Brexit,'
while Scotland
and Northern
Ireland voted
to maintain
membership.
Full
withdrawal
could take up to
two years. After
the decision, British
Prime Minister David Cameron,
who opposed the withdrawal, has
announced that he will resign this
October, explaining that he believes
he failed to represent the needs of
the people.
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The San Diego Comic Convention (Comic-Con)
ran from July 21-24 and maintained its place as
a top economic revenue generator for San Diego.
According to the San Diego Convention Center
Corporation, Comic-Con had an estimated regional
impact of $140 million.
During the Rio Olympics, the
University of San Diego's
Leading Change: The
Campaign for USD aired a
thirty second commercial
about USD's Changemaker
identity. The spot featured
footage of the campus and
students. A companion
'Olympic Giveaway'
offered 'a weekend
for four in San Diego,'
including an Olympic
Training Center tour.

Several hurdles remain ahead
of the proposal for a new
Charger's downtown
stadium, including
opposition groups like
'No Downtown Stadium.'
While most city council
members and Mayor
Kevin Faulconer have
not released official
opinions, Chargers fans
and stadium supporters did meet the
minimum number of signatures to put the
proposal to a vote in November.

What You

Missed

Chief Larry E. Barnett retired
,
after many years as the
head of the Department
of Public Safety (DPS).
Captain Quinton Kawahara,
affectionately known on
campus as "Q" has taken
his place as interim Chief of
DPS for this year.

Photos [left to right]: Flickr/RodneiReis. Flickr/vagueonthehow, Flickr/StefanFussan, USD Website, Flick/Dennis Yang, Flickr/
NehaViswanat, Flickr/Peasap, USD Website, Flickr/QuinnDombrowki, Flickr/Thomas Quine, USD Website, Flickr/ExileonOntario

San Diego Pride ran from July 1517 and included the Pride Parade and
a headline performance by Ke$ha.
The event produced an
estimated $11 million
according to the San
Diego State University
Hospitality Department.
The event received
increased security and
watchfulness following
the Pulse nightclub
shooting.

President Harris hosted his second Ice Cream Social
following his first year as president of the university.
Open to everyone on campus, the social event
highlighted President Harris' prioritization of direct
contact with the campus community and his ice
cream scooping skills.
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As election day approaches, the
mudslinging and Twitter shade has
only increased. Donald
Trump accepted
the Republican
nomination,
while former
Secretary of
State Hillary
Clinton
edged out
Senator Bernie
Sanders from
the Democratic
nomination. Walls,
Russia, emails, and hairstyles
continue to steal media spotlight
away from real issues.

California fire season is
heating up. According to Cal
Fire, the Big Sur blaze burned
an estimated 70,000
acres so far and
closed a portion
of Highway 1.
Meanwhile,
the Bluecut
Fire displaced
an estimated

82,000

people in San
Bernardino. Cal
Fire will continue
to fight fires until cooler
weather returns.
A 29-year-old man targeted the
LGBT community when he killed
49 people inside Pulse, a gay
nightclub in Orlando,
Fla. The mass
shooting is
classified as
both a hate 11®^ 1i
crime and
terrorist
attack after
the shooter
pledged his
allegiance to
ISIS. Following
the attack, several
cities cancelled pride events or
significantly increased security
to prevent further violent
discrimination.
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Hot, hot, hot: it's time for AC
Students discuss the need for air conditioning in on-campus housing
DANI DEVRIES
OPINION EDITOR
The sunburns, parched
lips, and 90 degree heat
are not all that August in
San Diego is known for.
It's also the month when
thousands of students will
move into their boiling hot
dorm rooms, during one of
the worst heat waves of the
year. For students hauling all
of their belongings up stairs in
the heat, the move in process
can be nearly unbearable.
While most
students
come equipped with a fan or
two, the dorm rooms at the
University of San Diego have
a tendency to become very
stuffy, trapping in heat and
creating an uncomfortable
environment for
students.
This
phenomenon
has
many students calling for air
conditioning to be installed
in
on-campus
housing.
Senior Emma Uriarte
recalled just how hot dorms
can get at the very beginning
and end of the school year.
"It is really uncomfortable
in early September and often
in May when there is no air
conditioning," Uriarte said.
"Having
air
conditioning
available in student housing

would
be
preferable."
Uriarte notes that while
air conditioning would be an
improvement, the weather in
San Diego is normally very nice.
"Honestly
it's
not
completely
unbearable,"
Uriarte said. "I just spent the
summer in Madrid in a house
with no air conditioning, so my
perspective isa little bit skewed,
but the climate of San Diego is
nice even when it seems 'hot'."
Junior
Kate
Newton
echoed the sentiment that
around
summer
months
heat
waves
make
the
dorms difficult to live in.
"I lived on campus my
first two years, and it was
unbearable to stay in the room
during the heat waves at the
beginning and end of the school
year," Newton said. "No matter
how many fans my roommates
and I had, it didn't help."
Newton also expressed
that
the
lack
of
air
conditioning in her dorm room
affected
her
productivity.
"I couldn't study or sleep

conditioning in both housing
and classrooms, I think it
would help students overall.".
While the majority of
the time temperature isn't
an issue within the dorms,
during particularly hot times,
it definitely seems to be a
problem. Students should
feel ' comfortable in their
housing, especially now that,
the university has mandated
students live on campus
for their first two years.
Sophomore
Lesny
Espinoza
explained
that
she will face another hot
year of living on campus.
"We should have air
conditioning in the dorms
because it is where we
spend most of our time,"
Espinoza says. "Being in a
small confined space with
multiple [roommates] tends
to make it hotter over time."
It seems unreasonable
to ask the university for
unlimited
access
to
air
conditioning. However, the
school could consider using it

room

in certain circumstances, for

because it was so hot," Newton
said. "I think it's ridiculous the
amount of money we pay as
students for room and board,
and we still don't have air
conditioning. By installing air

example, if the temperature
rises above a certain degree.
Senior Gabby Koepenick
was so frustrated with the
temperature in her sophomore
year dorm room that she

comfortably

in

my

considered paying out of
pocket to install portable air
conditioning in her apartment.
"It
was
absolutely
miserable," Koepenick said.
According to the San
Diego Union-Tribune, during
this past summer San Diego
broke several temperature
records all around the county,
some even causing red flag
warnings to be issued due to
the increased risk of fire hazard.
With temperatures in
the area consistently rising, it
appears that the start of the

school year will be a scorching
one, prompting the need for
air conditioning now more
than ever. Although sure to
be an expensive project for
the university, it may be an
inevitable one if San Diego
keeps getting hotter. While
soaring temperatures may
make for excellent beach
days, sweltering dorm rooms
do not make for a comfortable
living
environment,
and
installing air conditioning in the
dorms would be an investment
in the students' happiness.

Photo courtesy of Niels Epting/Flickr Commons
The university might need to consider installing air conditioning
in on-campus dorms and apartments with the ever-increasing
high temperatures.

Exploring San Diego through different eyes
DANI DEVRIES
OPINION EDITOR
San Diego, one of
America's
largest
cities,
always
has
something
exciting
going
on.
Regardless
of
what
activities
you
may
be
interested in, chances are
San Diego has something
that caters to that interest.
From water sports and hiking,
museums and coffee shops,
tons of restaurants and bars,

and numerous neighborhoods
to explore, San Diego truly
offers something for everyone.
For
new
students
just adjusting to life at the
University of San Diego,
finding your place in the city
might be difficult, as there is
so much going on. However,
the beauty of living in San
Diego is that there is always
a way to find your niche and
tailor San Diego to fit your
own needs. Check out these
cool places to kick-start your

exploration of San Diego.
Heading to a Padres'
game or to the races at the
Del Mar Track is a great way
to socialize with friends, while
getting a little rowdy in the
competitive spirit of the events.
Taco Tuesday is another
right of passage for all new San
Diegans, especially those who
love to socialize. Chances are
you'll run into a ton of friends
out and about in Old Town.
Another place one will be
sure to run into fellow Toreros

Photo courtesy of Sunburned Surveyor/Flickr Commons
Both introverted and extroverted students have a variety of options for adventuring in San Diego.

is Olive Cafe in Mission Beach.
Students frequent the popular
breakfast place, enticed by a
sunny outdoor patio and the
ability to use campus cash.
Farmers markets are also
fun to attend with friends, and
they make for an excellent
excuse to explore the city's
different neighborhoods. Each
neighborhood market brings
something unique to the table.
The Little Italy Market is by
far the most popular, but the
Ocean Beach Farmer's Market
offers the most samples.
Balboa
Park
houses
numerous museums, the zoo,
and The Old Globe theater,
making for an excellent
way to explore the city at
your own leisure. The park
itself is also beautiful, and
it makes for an excellent
place to picnic, toss around
the Frisbee, or slack line.
San Diego is also home
to great beaches and hiking
trails, so those looking for some
peace and quiet to explore
nature are in luck. Torrey Pines,
Black's Beach, and Sunset
Cliffs, make for a quieter

beach going experience, but
La Jolla and Coronado are
excellent beaches as well.
San Diego additionally
has some amazing hikes, like
Potato Chip Rock and the
Mushroom Caves that are fun
options for students looking
get out of the city for a bit.
Another option for a
quiet day is spending it in
one of San Diego's more
secluded coffee or acai
shops, with a nice book or
some homework. Some great
options include Lestat's Coffee
House, Subterranean Coffee
Boutique, Lazy Hummingbird
Coffee and Tea House, and
Bird Rock Coffee Roasters.
No matter what mood
you're in or what sounds fun
in the moment, San Diego
has some great options that
are sure to satisfy one's
interests. With an activity to
suit everyone's interests, new
students can be confident
that exploring the city is
a
worthwhile
experience
sure to deliver some hidden
gems that can help make
San Diego feel like home.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Tips from the top: seniors share advice
USD seniors give advice to first-year students
DANI DEVRIES
OPINION EDITOR
Whether starting out as
a freshman or transferring in,
there is definitely a transition
period before the University of
San Diego will start to feel like
home. It can bedifficultto adjust
to living by yourself, tackling
a heavy course load, and
finding your place on campus.
While seniors may seem
all-knowing now, at one point
they were new students too
and in the same boat of trying
to acclimate to life at USD.
Now that seniors have made
it to their final year here at
USD, they are ready to spill
some of their best insider tips
and share what they wish they
had known as new students.
_ Senior
Therese
Fazio
emphasized
the
importance of jumping right
into activities on campus.
"Try to go to as many

perks, namely the edible kind.
"Eat
free
food
because there is always
free
food,"
Fazio
said.

"Try new things and step out of your
comfort zone, but don't overextend yourself
trying to do too much."
-Grace Avery
In addition to getting
involved on campus, it is also
important to focus on setting
yourself up for academic
success while here at USD.
Senior
Blair
Butler
explained that planning ahead
can be a stress saver later on.
"I would recommend
thoroughly looking over the
requirements for both core
curriculum and your major,"
Butler said. "Just having
an idea of what you need
helps you to plan out your
semesters, so you don't have

"Eat free food [on campus] because there
is always free food." -Therese Fazio
events
as
possible
the
first
semester
to
meet
people,"
Fazio
said,
Fazio also noted that
these events come with other

to consider taking classes
over breaks or taking CLEP
exams," Butler said. "It helps
to get pesky cores out of the

any last minute surprises."
She
also
endorsed
making the most of intersession
and
summer
breaks,
"It's also a good idea

events is one thing senior
Kathryn
Kelly
wishes
she had done more of
during the past few years.
"Take advantage of the
smaller events that happen
on campus," Kelly said.
"As a senior, I regret not
going to the documentary
showings, speakers, etc.,
that are happening all the
time. [These events are] a
great way to learn about
things you don't always get to
learn about in your classes."
While taking advantage of
all USD has to offer often is a
top priority for all new students,

way so as an upperclassman
you can take advantage of the
unique classes USD offers."
Despite it being important
to focus on academics and
plan ahead, it's best to come in
with an open mind. College is
a time to discover new things,
and part of learning and
growing is changing your mind.
Senior
_Gio
Alvarado
expressed that even the most
solid plans sometimes change.
"It's never too late to
alter your direction; it's okay
to change what you think you
want [to do] after college,"
Alvarado said. "If you come
in wanting to be a doctor,
don't worry if plans change."
One of the ways students
may discover something new
that interests them is by taking
advantage of all the guest
speakers, screenings, and
lectures USD regularly hosts.

it is important to keep in mind
that everyone transitions at a
different pace. New students
should focus on what works
best for them as individuals.
For some people this might
mean hopping straight into
new activities, but for others
the best path might be to
focus on adjusting and not
have too much on one's plate.
Senior
Grace
Avery

Attending these unique

suggested that new students

should maintain whatever
works for them personally
to
feel
comfortable.
"Try to make friends
with people in your hall; it'll
create an environment that
feels a bit like home, and
some of those friends will
stick with you through the
rest of college," Avery said.
Avery
suggested
students put themselves out
there but to keep in mind
the importance of balance.
"Try new things and step
out of your comfort zone, but
don't
overextend
yourself
trying to do too much," Avery

"It's never too late to alter your direction;
it's okay to change what you think you
want [to do] after college." -Gio Alvarado
said. "Make your well-being a
priority. You'll eventually find
people in your niche and will
have tons of fun when you do."
By focusing on your own
transition and taking everything
one step at a time, USD will
start to feel like home in no
time. In the meantime, seniors
are a wealth of knowledge and
happy to guide new students
in the right direction, just
don't be afraid to ask for help.

Car free and carefree in San Diego
DANI DEVRIES
OPINION EDITOR
Moving to a new city
for
college
comes
with
the expectation of gaining
some freedom and getting
to explore a new place.
One of the perks of
attending the University of San
Diego is an open parking policy
that allows all students the
opportunity to have a car on
campus. While having a car is
certainly convenient for those
looking to explore San Diego,
having a car on campus isn't
as important as you may think.
In fact, many believe going
without a car has its own perks.
One major benefit of
going without a car is the
money it saves. Not only will
you save money in gas and car
maintenance, but you will also
avoid having to buy an annual
campus-parking pass for $390.
In comparison, public
transportation in San Diego
is
relatively
inexpensive.
Discounted trolley passes
are available for purchase at
the University Center ticket
office on campus. The trolley is
a great way to get to places like
Fashion Valley mall, Seaport
Village, and Petco Park.
Senior Pierce Salamack
explained that not having a car
has helped him becomefamiliar
with the city of San Diego.
"[Not having a car at

school] gave me a good
opportunity to learn how to
use the mass transit system
in San Diego," Salamack
said. "Getting downtown or
to the beach is really easy
once you know how to use it."
It is true that many may
find taking public transportation
a drag. However, in certain
instances, it can actually be
helpful, especially if you want
to avoid huge parking fees
downtown when you want
to catch a Padres game. If
you don't want to take public
transportation to an event,
the school also has Zipcars
for rent. The Zipcar program
allows students access to
vehicles when they need them.
Senior Haley Cwiakala
recalled that, while going
without
a
car
seemed
like a downside at first, it
ended up being a helpful
way to get to know people.
"Not
having
a
car
freshman year was pretty
annoying at first, but it was also
a great way to meet people
in my dorm," Cwiakala said.
"I did take the trolley
some and also ended up
getting a Zipcar occasionally,"
Cwiakala said. "They're great
for groceries, but you don't
really need a car freshman
year. You'll always find a friend
to hop a ride to the beach with."
In addition to being able

to rent Zipcars and catch rides
with friends, the university also
provides access to the College
Cab program which provides
safe rides for students at a
flat rate of $10. The program
aims to give all students a safe
option for getting home, no
matter the circumstance, and

Mission Valley only cost
about $10, and when spilt
with friends can be a very
affordable way to get around.
For students opposed
to renting a car or taking the
trolley, there are many options
within walking or biking
distance. There are several

Photo courtesy of Rebecca Bollwitt/Flickr Commons
Zipcar is one of the many options available to earless students.

can be used up to three times
a semester, ensuring even the
car-less can always have a
safe and inexpensive option.
The ridesharing app,
Uber, is also very popular
among USD students and
usually low cost. A trip down
to Mission Beach or into

places to eat, including
sandwiches, pizza, Greek
food, Thai food, Mexican
food,
sushi,
smoothies,
frozen yogurt, and a 24-hour
donut
shop.
Additionally,
many of these places accept
campus cash, since they
are so close to school.

The Postmates app is
also a hidden gem for those
without cars, as it will deliver
food or goods from the most
popular places in San Diego.
Postmates also frequently
has free delivery promotions.
Tu Mercado and the
USD Torero Store are also
great resources for those on
campus without a car. Both
stores
supply
groceries,
school
supplies,
and
toiletries, so students can
always have easy access
to the essentials they need.
Senior
Christine
Keane confirmed that not
having a car on campus
doesn't have to detract from
your
college
experience.
"It's fun to hop into a
friend's car, sometimes not
knowing where they are going,
just to go on an adventure
around San Diego," Keane
said. "You wind up in the most
random places with a big
group of friends, which makes
for a fun, surprise adventure."
So before jumping to the
conclusion that not having a
car is a huge inconvenience,
explore
the
resources
available for those without a
car and all the benefits going
car-less actually bring. Getting
exercise, making new friends,
and saving money are just a
few of the hidden perks leaving
your car behind can bring.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Four Toreros drafted to MLB teams this summer
USD baseball continues to produce professional baseball players

Photos Courtesy of USD Athletics
Ryan Kirby (left) and Bryson Brigman (right) are currently in the minor league systems of the San Francisco Giants and Seattle Mariners, respectively.
Brigman, a two-time All- Mariners' rookie shortstop coming here. The biggest Penn League, has racked up
NOAH HILTON
Contributor
West Coast Conference first Ketel Marte. He has also difference is I'm playing an impressive 20 strikeouts
defense
behind games every single day in just 13 innings to go along
The
University team selection as a Torero, played
of
San
Diego
has
a overcame early injury struggles 2010 Cy Young winner Felix compared to only a few times with a stellar 2.08 ERA.
Meanwhile, Kaczmarek,
reputation
for
producing last spring to hit a team- Hernandez when they came to a week back in San Diego."
whose
inspirational victory over
Kirby
played
just
two
top-end
baseball
talent. leading .372 in 2015, scoring Everett for rehab assignments.
a 2012 leukemia diagnosis has
with
the
Giants'
Of course big leaguers games
The program's baseball 3 1 r u n s a n d c h i p p i n g i n 2 2 R B I .
An athletic player who dropping by the clubhouse Arizona League team before continued to spur his ascent
legacy likely begins with
promoted
to
the through the baseball ranks,
crown jewel Kris Bryant, the thrives on putting the ball in also adds an air of luxury. being
"They also buy great organization's Low-A team, has yet to give up a run in 10.2
reigning
National
League play and using his speed to
for
the
postgame the Salem-Keizer Volcanoes. innings while pitching for the
Rookie of the Year and a put pressure on the defense, food
Brigman
said. He has continued hitting Royals' Arizona League team.
centerpiece of the Chicago Brigman's skill set and elite spreads,"
As for recommendations
"Which is definitely a plus." with the Volcanoes, batting a
Taken nine rounds after respectable .257 with a .335 for the incoming class of 2020,
Brigman was another former on-base percentage and 25 a few took the chance to offer
Torero, left-handed hitting RBI in 47 games with the team. noteworthy advice to help the
Despite being moved newest generation of Toreros
first baseman Ryan Kirby.
baseball's
proverbial find success in and around
Kirby's powerful production at up
the plate in college allowed ladder, Kirby has not lost the Linda Vista neighborhood.
"Matador is a great
Cubs' budding championship production at the college him to bounce back from a the joy that made him fall in
aspirations. But 'it's more level caught the eye of the midseason knee injury in 2016.
The
21-year-old "Use the four years at USD to find
than just a one-man show. Mariners, who made him the
USD alumnus, Brian 87th overall pick in the 2016 Kirby batted .344 on the something you are passionate about.
Matusz, a long time Baltimore Major League Baseball draft. year with six homers and
everything you possibly can
In a recent interview 32 RBI despite missing Do
Oriole, and more recently a
21
games
with
the
injury.
with
The
USD
Vista,
Brigman
Chicago Cub, pitched in 280
because you never know what your
That performance ended
major league games before shared a funny anecdote
recently being sent to the about the moment he learned up being enough for the Giants, true passion may be." -Ryan Kirby
minor leagues. Right-handed the Mariners had taken him. the same team that picked
"When I got the call him as a graduating * high- love with the game as a kid. place to grab a quick bite to *
pitcher A.J. Griffin of the Texas
"The best part of playing eat when you're tired of food
Rangers is a former Torero. that I had been picked, I schooler in 2013, to draft him
professional
baseball is that I on campus," Brigman said. "I
again
this
year.
Kirby's
athletic
Kyle Holder, a 2015 was actually still in bed,"
get
paid
to
play
a kid's game," would also try to avoid 8 a.m.
ability
and
smooth,
easy
swing
first round pick of the New Brigman said. "I was super
Kirby
said.
"It's
something I classes as much as possible."
from
the
left
side
led
scouts
York Yankees, and Connor stoked when I heard though;
Kirby also shared his
always
dreamed
of as a kid,
Joe, a 2014 first rounder it was an awesome feeling." to feel confident about his
advice
for the incoming class,
to
play
baseball
for
a
living
The
5-foot-11-inch, future potential at the plate.
nabbed by the Pittsburgh
imploring
them to explore their
really
is
a
dream
come
true."
While he says that
infielder
now
Pirates,
also spent their 180-pound
interests
and run with them.
Playing
in
the
same
college days at Alcala Park. plays for the Mariners' Low-A playing daily games has
"My
advice to
any ^
league
as
former
teammate
This
summer,
USD team, the Everett Aquasox, in been a big change from his
freshman
is
to
enjoy
it
because
Brigman
has
even
led
to
a
few
added four more ballplayers the short-season Northwest USD days, the adjustments
to the professional ranks. League. He may only be haven't managed to slow match-ups between the two. it does go by extremely fast,"
"I'vegottentoplay Brigman Kirby said. "Use the four years
Infielder, Bryson Brigman, was batting .252, but a .371 on-base his performance in any way
drafted in the third round by percentage and a strikeout- againstthetoughercompetition on two separate occasions so at USD to find something you
professional
baseball. far," Kirby said. "It's always are passionate about. Do
the Seattle Mariners, and first to-walk rate of nearly 1:1 is of
Kirby also says that fun to play against former everything you possibly can
baseman, Ryan Kirby, was certainly nothing to scoff at.
Combine that with 15 he has a familiarity with teammates and friends. The because you never know what
picked up in the 12th round
Pacific
Northwest. friendships I've made through your true passion may be."
by the San Francisco Giants. stolen bases and 44 runs the
If their ascents through
"This isn't the. first time baseball are very strong."
Following closely behind in his brief 56-game stint so
Cornish and Kaczmarek the baseball ranks continue,
them were two pitchers: far, and Brigman is quickly I've lived in the Northwest for
Gary Cornish, a 19th round establishing himself as a an extended period of time," have also already shonein their soon it may be Brigman and
top-of-the-lineup Kirby said. "I played summer admittedly brief professional Kirby's turn to take advice. This
pick of the New York Mets, potential
in
Bellingham, careers. Cornish, playing for time, they hope the advice will
and
Taylor
Kaczmarek, piece of the Mariners' future. baseball
a 40th round selection of Already, Brigman says he Washington, a few years the Brooklyn Cyclones of be coming from Major League
the Kansas City Royals. has turned double plays with back so I felt comfortable the short-season New York- baseball coaches and players.

"When I got the call that I had
been picked, I was actually
still in bed," -Bryson Brigman
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USD grad hired as Memphis Grizzlies head coach

•

David Fizdale joins
the long line

MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR
@mroberson22

Ask any NBA fan to give
you a list of the best head
coaches in the league, and
they would likely rattle off a
who's who of the men with the
most wins, championships,
and
notoriety.
Current
coaches Gregg Popovich,
Doc Rivers, Erik Spoelstra,
and
Brad
Stevens
are
typically hailed with praise
when their teams are winning.
They are in charge
of
orchestrating
effective
substitution
rotations,
defensive
schemes,
and
cultivating a healthy community
in the team's locker room.
But ask anyone who
is -engrained in the league,
especially those dealing with
the minutiae of daily film studies
and tedious practices, who the
true unsung heroes are and
they will likely point to the chair
directly next to the head coach.
This is the spot that
David Fizdale has grown so
accustomedto inhis 13seasons
as an NBA assistant coach.
Before getting his first job
in the NBA, the former Torero
point guard was an assistant
coach on the University of
San Diego staff under head
coach Brad Holland. His
first gig in the NBA was an
assistant coaching job for
the Golden State Warriors.
Hired by the Warriors
in 2003, when the Splash
Brothers were still in their
teenage years, Fizdale had
the chance to work alongside
head coach Eric Musselman,
another graduate of USD. 13
years later Fizdale has his
first head coaching job on
any level, hired earlier this
year to be the head coach
of the Memphis Grizzlies.
Upon his hiring, Fizdale
and the Grizzlies held a press
conference to announce the
move and introduce the USD
alumnus to the city of Memphis.
• "I have been fortunate to

have worked with some of the
greatest coaches and players
in the NBA and am ready for
this challenge," Fizdale said. "I
am not only here to contribute
to an organization that has
built a history of winning, I am
here to win it all and bring the
wonderful people of Memphis
their
first
championship
parade down Beale Street."
Fizdale is certainly not
exaggerating when he talks
about working with some of
the greatest coaches and
players in his profession. The
bulk of his -coaching career
has come as a member of the
Miami Heat's coaching staff.
Starting with the 200809 season and working
up until the conclusion of
last year, Fizdale helped
bring two championships to
Miami while sitting on the
same bench as Spoelstra.
Among the players he
coached during that time were
LeBron James, Dwyane Wade,
Chris Bosh, Ray Allen, Shawn
Marion, Jermaine O'Neal, and
Amar'e Stoudemire, a group
that has combined for 57 AllStar Game appearances.
The entire time he was a
Heat employee also coincided
with legendary NBA figure Pat
Riley's reign as team president.
Given the fact that this is
his first head coaching job, it
can be expected that Fizdale
carries some uncertainty.
However, in an interview with
David Aldridge of NBA.com,
he revealed that everything
was truly new to him.
"I had never interviewed
[for a head coaching position]
before," Fizdale said. "This
time was really my first time.
Honestly, I didn't know what
to prepare for. I just wanted
to be solid in what I knew
and be able to connect what
I knew with their organization.
That's what I tried to do more
than anything else. I took
the culture, the system, my
personality, and I looked at
their team and what they're
about to go through with

to coach in the NBA

Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics
David Fizdale, pictured here as a Miami assistant, was named head coach of the Grizzlies.
free agency, and I attacked stint as the Orlando Magic's longest streak in the league.
it from that standpoint." interim head coach in 2015.
The core of the team's
There
were
even
The two have a strong recent success is still intact,
connections from his college bond that goes back to as point guard Mike Conley,
years to" the day he was Borrego's
college
days, center Marc Gasol, and
interviewed for Memphis' head when
Fizdale
was
still forward Zach Randolph are still
coaching job. Not only was his a coach at Alcala Park. part of the roster. Offseason
preparation for the moment
"The first call I made after acquisition Chandler Parsons
akin to a last minute cram I got the job was to [Borrego]," brings some much needed
session for an exam, but one of Fizdale said. "No matter what three point shooting to a team
his competitors for the job was in my lifetime, I'm going to, in that lacked it last season.
one of his old players at USD. every way I can, I'm going to
Young players JaMychal
"[The Grizzlies] told me look out for him and his family, Green and Jordan Adams
after [the Heat] lost to Toronto because that's what they ,are could stand to learn a
from veterans Vince
[in the 2016 NBA Playoffs], to me. That part was hard lot
and Tony Allen.
they were, like, we want for me because I kind of held Carter
Of course, winning in
to bring you in right away," back his dream a little bit. But
Fizdale said. "I basically pulled that's why I had to make sure, the NBA is no easy task.
a college night, did an all- when I got off the plane and The Western Conference is
nighter with [Erik Spoelstra] found out that it was done, notoriously top heavy with
and a couple of guys from he was my first phone call. a softening underbelly in
the Heat, video guys. We He's like a little brother to me. the middle of the standings.
Upstart teams including
went in and prepared like it I coached him in college."
was a playoff game. I guess
For
the
42-year-old the Utah Jazz and Minnesota
I was speaking the language Fizdale, his attention now Timberwolves will be gunning
they
wanted
to
hear." turns toward his new job as for the postseason, attempting
The familiar face that the head coach of one of to knock the Grizzlies out of
interviewed for the same job the NBA's most consistent one of the eight coveted playoff
belonged to James Borrego, teams. The Grizzlies have spots. If the Grizzlies can
a forward for the Toreros from made the playoffs in each make this the seventh straight
1999-2001. Borrego has been of the last six seasons, year of postseason basketball
an assistant coach in the NBA trailing only the San Antonio in Memphis, it will be thanks
since 2003 and even had a Spurs and Atlanta Hawks for in some part to David Fizdale

2016 USD HOME FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
DATE

OPPONENT

Sept. 3

Western New Mexico

Sept. 24

Dayton

Oct. 8

Davidson (Homecoming Game)

Oct. 22

Valparaiso

Nov. 5

Universidad de las Americas Puebla

Nov. 12

Stetson
Logos courtesy of USD Athletics

